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30 

AUTOMATIC APPLICATION ERROR This Summary is provided to introduce a selection of 
DETECTION AND ROLLBACK concepts in a simplified form that are further described 

below in the Detailed Description . This Summary is not 
BACKGROUND intended to identify key features or essential features of the 

5 claimed subject matter , nor is it intended to be used to limit 
Consumers , individuals , and enterprise utilize a variety of the scope of the claimed subject matter . 

applications in their daily life , including Microsoft® Office 
from Microsoft Corp . and SAP® software from SAP SE . In BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
the enterprise environment , applications may need to evolve 
as the enterprise evolves its information technology ( IT ) 10 FIG . 1 illustrates an example operating environment in 
infrastructure , invests in new areas , or improves employee which automatic application error detection and rollback 
productivity . In the general consumer environment , market may be carried out . 
place development also contributes . Therefore , an IT depart - FIG . 2 illustrates an example process for automatic appli 
ment , or individual developers will be obliged at a certain cation error detection and rollback . 
point to make updates to the applications that employees or 15 FIGS . 3A and 3B illustrate some examples of access 
consumers use ; and as with any application upgrade , change management that may be carried out by managing compo 
also brings a non - zero chance that a process capability will nent . 
be inadvertently broken . FIG . 4 illustrates various scenarios in which applications 

Historically , in the enterprise environment , when appli - subject to automatic application error detection and rollback 
cations are deployed to users the deployment is accom - 20 services can be executed . 
plished by physically installing the application package FIG . 5 illustrates an example system architecture for a 
( which may be tens of megabytes or more ) onto a disk telemetry service that may be used for automatic application 
image , and then this disk image is copied to a user ' s personal error detection and rollback . 
computer ( PC ) . Significant investment is required to re - FIG . 6 illustrates components of an example computing 
image all employee ' s machines with a new version and it is 25 system . 
even more costly if this must be repeated to fix a bug in that FIG . 7 illustrates components of an example server com 
new version . For the general consumer , installing and unin - puting system . 
stalling applications can also be a challenge . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
BRIEF SUMMARY 

Techniques and services are disclosed for automatic appli 
Techniques and services are disclosed for automatic appli - cation error detection and rollback . An automatic application 

cation error detection and rollback . error detection and rollback service ( “ rollback service ” ) is 
An automatic application error detection and rollback provided that can manage access to at least two versions of 

service can manage access to at least two versions of an 35 an application based on error reports . 
application based on error reports . The at least two versions Although reference is made to an " application ” , it should 
can include a previous version and a new version ( which be understood that the application can have varying scope of 
may be an update to the previous version ) . While the functionality . That is , the application can be a stand - alone 
previous version is a current version , clients access the application or an add - in or feature of a stand - alone appli 
previous version via a previous version uniform resource 40 cation . 
locator ( URL ) provided to the clients by the automatic The rollback service can be part of an application distri 
application error detection and rollback service . The auto - bution platform . Application distribution platforms can 
matic application error detection and rollback service may implement an online store for purchasing and downloading 
provide a new version URL to a plurality of clients , for software applications and / or components and add - ins for 
example , based on a developer update , so that the clients can 45 software applications . Examples of application distribution 
access the new version of the application . After the update , platforms include , but are not limited to , Google PlayTM 
the automatic application error detection and rollback ser - store from Google , Inc . , App Store® from Apple , Inc . , and 
vice continues to maintain access to the previous version . Windows® Store from Microsoft Corp . An application 

According to certain embodiments , the automatic error distribution platform may be referred to as an “ app store ” or 
detection and rollback service receives error information of 50 an " application marketplace ” . 
the new version for at least one individual client of a An app store incorporating the rollback service may allow 
plurality of clients using the new version . Based on the error a developer to submit an application to the app store through 
information , the automatic error detection and rollback a submission portal . The developer may provide metadata 
service may then change the new version URL to the ( e . g . , title and description ) and upload the application . The 
previous version URL for the at least one individual client . 55 app store may be a known application distribution platform 
The new version URL may be changed to the previous ( such as Google Play , Apple App Store , or Windows Store ) 
version URL by changing an entry for an account of the one or an internal / enterprise distribution platform . In a case that 
individual client from the new version URL to the previous the app may is an internally developed app ( that is specific 
version URL or by providing a new extensible markup to a particular enterprise ) , the app may be uploaded via an 
language ( XML ) representation to the at least one individual 60 administrative portal for the purposes of deploying to users 
client , wherein the new XML , representation includes the of the enterprise . The same metadata as provided to the 
previous version URL . The client may receive the rollback known app stores may be provided for the internal app store . 
as a “ push ” type notification or modification or the client In some app stores , the developer may provide the full 
may receive the rollback as a " pull ” type change , for version of the application , which may contain all logic , 
example , in response the client requesting to access or run 65 graphics , and functionality . In other app stores , a simple 
at least a new feature of the application specified by the new XML representation of the application may be uploaded 
version URL . which contains a declarative description of what capabilities 
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the application has , what features / services the application for automatic application error detection and rollback . 
accesses and a URL pointing to the cloud - based services that Referring to FIG . 1 , an example operating environment can 
contain the functionality . To perform automatic rollback include an app store system 100 , which can include an app 
services , the rollback service requires at least two versions store data resource 102 , app store service 104 , and a man 
of an application in the form of a full version , a represen - 5 aging component 106 that may perform process 200 
tation , or combination thereof ) . An example of a represen - described with respect to FIG . 2 ; a developer system 108 
tation is an application such as a Microsoft Office add - in or from which a software developer may carry out a variety of 
a Google sheets add - on , where the majority of the logic tasks related to their software application ; a software plat 
processing / resources is kept on a separate server , and the form 110 that can host software applications ( e . g . for web 
only portion of the application which is installed is an XML 10 based applications , and which can include a software plat 
representation that contains the application ' s properties and form data resource 112 that can store the software 
a URL pointer to that server applications ; one or more client devices 114 ( which may 

A validation team may be present to ensure that the each be embodied as described with respect to system 600 
functionality of the one or more features / services ( previous of FIG . 6 ) ; a telemetry service 116 and telemetry data 
features and new features of the application seem to be 15 resource 118 . Although managing component 106 is shown 
working as expected . In some cases , the validation team may as part of the app store system 100 , certain embodiments are 
perform only basic checking . In other cases , the app store not limited thereto . For example , aspects of the managing 
may not perform any verification . An internal validation component 106 ( and therefore steps of process 200 ) may be 
service may also exist for internal / enterprise app stores . executed at a client device 114 or even the software platform 

For applications using the automatic rollback services , at 20 110 . In yet other embodiments , such as in an enterprise 
least two versions are present on the app store site for the environment , the managing component 106 ( and a corre 
same application ( e . g . , one new version , one previous ver sponding resource storing information about applications ) 
sion ) . While there may be two versions present with the can be part of an enterprise server that is used to deploy 
service , the app store is not required to present both for software to clients within the firewall of the enterprise . 
selection ; rather , a user may only see one version for sale on 25 App store system 100 , developer system 108 , and soft 
the app store interface . For example , a user accessing an app ware platform 110 may each independently or in combina 
store and purchasing an application may simply see one tion be embodied such as described with respect to system 
version — the current version . When the user updates the 600 of FIG . 6 or system 700 of FIG . 7 . Telemetry service 116 
application , the user can update to the latest version of the and telemetry data resource 118 may be incorporated as part 
application . However , since the rollback service manages 30 of an independent telemetry system ( not shown ) embodied 
the versions of the application , even though the user has the as system 600 or 700 , or may be incorporated as part of any 
new version , if there are problems with the new version of app store system 100 , developer system 108 , software 
( determined from collected error information ) the applica - platform 110 , or even client device 114 . In some scenarios 
tion will automatically roll back to an earlier version through software platform 110 and app store system 100 may be 
the use of a previous version URL . 35 managed by a same entity . In some scenarios , software 

According to certain embodiments , the rollback service platform 110 and developer system 108 may be managed by 
may receive error information of the new version for at least a same entity . In yet other scenarios , the app store system 
one individual client of the plurality of clients using the new 100 , developer system 108 , software platform 110 may be 
version . The rollback service may receive the error infor managed by a same entity . Similarly , telemetry service 116 
mation from a telemetry service or directly from the at least 40 may be managed by a same entity as software platform 110 , 
one individual client . The error information may comprise developer system 108 , and / or app store system 100 . 
one or more of an error signal , changes in usage data , developer user , using developer system 108 , may use 
performance data , and other telemetry information . the app store service 104 to distribute an application . The 

Based on the error information , the rollback service may developer may provide the app store service 104 a full 
then change the new version URL to the previous version 45 version 120 of the application ( plus some additional meta 
URL for the at least one individual client . The new version data ) or a representation 121 of the application ( plus meta 
URL may be changed to the previous version URL by data ) . The full version 120 of the application may contain all 
changing an entry for an account of the one individual client logic , graphics , and functionality of the application ( e . g . , a 
from the new version URL to the previous version URL or calculator file in a APPX format for the Windows® Store 
by providing a new XML , representation to the at least one 50 from Microsoft Corp . ) . The representation 121 of the appli 
individual client , wherein the new XML representation cation refers to a format providing a reference to and 
includes the previous version URL . The client may receive information about the application . The representation 121 of 
the rollback as a “ push ” type notification or modification or the application may contain information such as a declara 
the client may receive the rollback as a “ pull ” type change , tive description of what capabilities the application has , 
for example , in response the client requesting to access or 55 what features or services the application has , and a URL 
run at least a new feature of the application specified by the pointing to a location providing the functionality ( e . g . , a 
new version URL . Another example of a “ pull ” type sce - cloud - based service or web - based application ) . The repre 
nario is in a case where a client ( e . g . , the client application sentation 121 of the application may be in the form of an 
or the operating system of the client device ) calls back to the XML representation . 
rollback service ( on a periodic or other basis ) to see if a 60 In a case that the full version 120 of the application is not 
newer version is available . provided to the app store service 104 , the actual location 

In some cases , failure telemetry can further be provided providing the functionality for the application ( and which is 
back to the developer so that the developer may address the identified by the URL that is provided with the representa 
issue . tion 121 to the app store service 104 ) can be at the developer 

FIG . 1 illustrates an example operating environment in 65 system 108 or at a location supported by software platform 
which automatic application error detection and rollback 110 ( in some cases , the application may even be located at 
may be carried out and FIG . 2 illustrates an example process a user ' s device ) . For example , the full version 120 may be 
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provided to software platform 110 , which stores the full browser or operating system , or users who have a second 
version 120 of the application in the software platform data specific or related application ( e . g . , with a specific version 
resource 112 . number ) . 

To facilitate automatic application error detection and After the new version URL has been provided ( 202 ) , 
rollback , at least two versions ( in full or in representation ) 5 telemetry can be carried out to identify errors that may occur 
will be present on the app store system 100 for the same from use of the new version . The managing component 106 
application . Of course , both versions do not have to be can receive ( 204 ) error information of the new version for at 
provided by the developer at the same time . For example , the least one individual client of the plurality of clients . The app 
second version may be provided at a time that a developer store system 100 includes or communicates with telemetry 
is ready to release an updated version . Of course , three , four , 10 service 116 to receive the error information . 

The error information may be gathered from a variety of or more versions can be managed . For example , the four clients via client devices 114 and / or software platform 110 , most recent versions may be stored at the app store system and stored in a telemetry data resource 118 . According to 100 in order to ensure that the application runs properly on certain embodiments , the error information stored in telem every user ' s device as certain updates may be suitable for a 15 14 15 etry data resource 118 may be from numerous versions of the 
subset of devices / clients . application . For example , the managing component 106 may 

The managing component 106 manages access to the at manage five different versions of the application and numer 
least two versions of the application . The managing com ous clients may each be running a different version . There 
ponent 106 can manage access to the at least two versions fore , when the managing component 106 receives error 
by , for example , storing at least the previous version URL 20 information from each client , it may be receiving error 
and the new version URL at the app store data resource 102 information from all five different versions . The telemetry 
( which may be an instantiation of storage system 715 ) ; and service 116 can provide the managing component 106 with 
storing account information for the plurality of clients 114 . information such as application identifier and version num 
The account information can include information on which ber ( e . g . , previous , new , other version ) . 
applications that a particular user and / or particular user 25 According to various embodiments , error information 
device have purchased or otherwise received . may include , but is not limited to , error signals , error logs , 

The app store system 100 can store the full version 120 or error information from debuggers , usage data ( changes 
the representation 121 that is received from the developer therein / thereto ) , performance data , and other telemetry 

information . The error information may be communicated system 108 in the app store data resource 102 ( or other 
storage resource associated with system 100 ) . When the full 30 11 30 through a telemetry message . A “ telemetry message ” is a 

signal from a client containing one or more kinds of telem version 120 is stored by the app store system 100 , a URL can etry data . The telemetry message may also contain an be generated for accessing the full version 120 . In some indicator of the source of the telemetry , identifying , for cases , the managing component 106 may separately store example , the device , user , application , version , internet 
the URL provided by the representation 121 or generated 35 browser . installation / usage of other relevant applications . 
from the storing of the full version 102 in a database or other component , license code , subdivision or category within an 
data structure in the app store data resource 102 , which may application or component , or other information that is the 
be the same resource or a different resource as that storing origin of the telemetry message . In some cases , the broken 
the full version 120 and / or representation 121 ) as part of the application is a class of connector , connecting to a separate 
managing of the access to the versions . 40 service ( for example , an Outlook add - in connecting to a 

When end users of the application use the application on Microsoft Dynamics service to retrieve data ) . In some of 
a particular device ( e . g . , at client device ( s ) 114 ) , the client such cases , version and other configuration information 
devices 114 may call back to the app store service 104 to see about that service may be sent back to the rollback service . 
if a newer version is available . The app store system 100 ( via In some cases , the telemetry message may not include the 
managing component 106 ) can , as part of process 200 45 indicator identifying the user where the error originated . In 
illustrated in FIG . 2 , provide ( 202 ) the new version URL to these cases , the rollback service may roll back everyone 
a plurality of clients ( e . g . , client devices 114 ) . using the new version of the application . 

In one implementation , the app store system 100 may Another example of error information may include a " call 
provide the new version URL to the client 114 by sending a home ” signal sent while a user is using the application . The 
representation 122 of the application to the client 114 that 50 signal may be sent after one second , five seconds , and 15 
includes the new version URL . The representation 122 may seconds . Further , a “ started ” or “ ended ” signal may also be 
be an XML representation . In some cases , it may be the same sent when the application is started or closed . These signals 
XML representation as received from the developer . In some may inform the service the amount of time that a user spends 
cases , the app store 100 may add extra metadata to the XML in the application . If the previous version use to be used for 
representation before passing it on to the client 114 . 55 “ 15 seconds ” ( on average ) , but the new version is used for 

In some cases , the new version URL may be provided due only “ 3 seconds ” , or if the previous version was used 8 times 
to an update from the previous version of the application to a day but the new version is used a few times and then not 
the new version of the application . The app store system 100 again , then the service may be able to draw the conclusion 
may include logic to determine a more gradual switch from that the new version may be problematic . 
clients from the current version to the newer version . The 60 In certain embodiments , the error information may be 
logic may further be refined by the developer at submission communicated to the developer system 108 in order 
time . For example , the rollback service may only inform ten empower the developer to fix the problem . For example , it 
percent of consumers that a new version is available , or may may be the case that the application only fails on certain 
only inform consumers using a particular version of the versions of the platform , e . g . , an application does not work 
platform . For example , the rollback service may only inform 65 a smart phone , but does work on laptop . Another example 
users in France , but not other locales . In some cases , the may be that the application works on one operating system , 
rollback service may only inform users of a particular but does not work on another operating system . In some 
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implementations , a portal may be provided to the developer nent . As mentioned in FIGS . 1 and 2 , based on error 
so that the developer can review error logs or other telemetry information , the rollback service ( through , for example , 
information that was collected and / or informed the service managing component 106 ) may change the new version 
to roll back the application version . A developer , via devel - URL to the previous version URL for at least one individual 
oper system 108 , may access the portal ( which may be 5 client . In one case , such as illustrated in FIG . 3A , the new 
executed on a computing system associated with the app version URL may be changed to the previous version URL 
store or separate telemetry service ) in order to access the by having the rollback service provide a new XML repre 
usage / failure information for their application . sentation to the at least one individual client , wherein the 

Based on the error information , the managing component new XML , representation includes the previous version 
106 can change ( 206 ) , for the at least one individual client , 10 URL . In another case , such as illustrated in FIG . 3B , the new 
the new version URL to the previous version URL . The version URL may be changed to the previous version URL 
telemetry service 116 or the rollback service may analyze by having the rollback service change an entry for an 
the error information for the at least one individual client to account of the one individual client from the new version 
determine whether criteria for reverting back to an earlier URL to the previous version URL . 
version is satisfied . Some examples of how the managing 15 Referring to FIG . 3A , managing component 302 ( which 
component 106 may change the new version URL to the can be an instantiation of managing component 106 ) can 
previous version URL are described in greater detail with provide the new version URL to a client ( and thus access to 
respect to FIGS . 3A and 3B . the new version of the application ) by sending an XML 

The timing for performing operation 206 may depend on representation of the application , such as XML1 , to client1 
implementation . In some cases , changing the new version 20 304 . XML1 is an XML , representation that contains the new 
URL to the previous version URL can be in response to version URL . Access to the new version of the application 
receiving a request from a client as to whether a new version is possible via the new version URL . The managing com 
of the application is available ( e . g . , in a " pull " manner ) . The ponent 302 may receive error information of the new version 
client may make such requests periodically , manually , or at of the application for client1 304 in any of the manners 
designated times . In response to receiving such a request , the 25 described in FIGS . 1 and 2 . Based on the received error 
managing component 106 may check the error information information , the managing component 302 may then change 
for the client and , based on that error information change the the user ' s access from the new version URL to the previous 
version to the previous version , thereby preventing users version URL . 
from using the new version . In some cases , changing the In this example , to change the URL , managing component 
new version URL to the previous version URL can be 30 302 provides the previous version URL to client1 304 by 
performed automatically when the service receives the error sending an XML representation of the application , such as 
information ( e . g . , in a “ push ” manner ) . XML2 , to the client1 304 . As described previously , the 

In some cases , the change may be performed in response change may occur automatically or may be in response to 
to receiving a request to access or run the application receiving a request or call from client1 304 . XML2 is an 
specified by the new version URL . For example , at a time 35 XML representation that contains the previous version URL . 
that a user tries to use the application , the change can be Client1 304 now accesses the previous version of the 
made so the appropriate version is executed . In some cases , application via the previous version URL . The client1 304 
the change may be made for all users of the new version may at a future date receive access to a newer version of the 
when a critical threshold is reached . For example , the application , for example at a time the client1 304 requests to 
developer can set a critical threshold for how many errors 40 run or access the application ( and a newer version is 
are received and once that critical threshold is reached , every available ) or at a time the client1 304 requests to update the 
new version user is rolled back to the previous version . In application . 
certain embodiments , a notification may be shown to the Referring to FIG . 3B , managing component 306 ( which 
user when the service rolls back the application to the can be an instantiation of managing component 106 ) can 
previous version . 45 provide access to the new version of the application to a 

The described systems and techniques detect when at least client by sending an XML representation of the application , 
one user ( or a specified number of users ) is having a problem such as XML3 , to client1 304 . The XML3 representation 
with the new version and can automatically perform a received by client1 304 can include a URL that specifies the 
rollback to the previous version for the at least one user . The location of a user account resource 308 , which can be a 
automatic rollback may allow the user , whether a consumer 50 structured data resource , instead of the location of the full 
or at an enterprise , the ability to continue working on the version of the application . The managing component 306 
application without a significant delay and loss of work can change an entry for an account of the user ( via client1 
product . 304 ) from the new version URL to the previous version URL 

In some cases , the rollback may be done initially for a based on the error information . For example , the managing 
small subset of the affected population so that their usage ( on 55 component 306 may change a pointer in the structured data 
the prior version ) may also be recorded . In one such imple - resource to the correct version URL . When client1 304 
mentation , if the failure rate for this small subset of the executes the client application , the URL ( provided by 
affected population is much decreased , the roll - back to the XML3 ) will access the user account resource 308 and the 
previous version may then be enacted for all users . If the managing component 306 can direct the client1 304 to the 
failure rate for the previous version was comparable to the 60 appropriate version . 
current version , then other actions may be taken ( e . g . the For example , when the managing component provides the 
developer ( and / or administrators ) is alerted through a high XML representation of the application , such as XML3 , to 
priority channel , or the application is withdrawn from the client1 304 , the pointer in the user account resource 308 may 
app store for new users , or a notification appears in the user ' s be pointing to client1 - URL1 . URL1 can be the new version 
clients ) . 65 URL and specify the location of the new version of the 
FIGS . 3A and 3B illustrate some examples of access application . Therefore , when the pointer points to client1 

management that may be carried out by managing compo - URL1 , the user can have access to the new version of the 
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application . Based on error information , the managing com - The user device ( s ) 400 , 402 , 404 , and 414 , software 
ponent 306 may then change the new version URL to the platform 408 , app store server 410 , and enterprise server 412 
previous version URL . For example , the managing compo can be embodied as computing systems configured with one 
nent 306 may change the pointer from client1 - URL1 to or more central processing units ( CPUs ) , memory , mass 
client1 - URL2 . URL2 can be the previous version URL and 5 storage , and I / O devices ( e . g . , network interface , user input 
specify the location of the previous version of the applica device ) . Elements of the computing system can communi 
tion . Therefore , when the pointer points to client1 - URL2 , cate with each other via a bus . The hardware platform of 
the user will access the previous version of the application computing systems can be embodied in many forms includ 

instead of the new version of the application . ing , but not limited to , a personal computer , a server 
As described previously , the client1 304 may at a future re 10 computer , a hand - held or laptop device , a wearable device a 

multiprocessor system , a microprocessor - based system , pro date receive access to a newer version of the application , for grammable consumer electronics , and a distributed comput example when the developer of the application submits an ing environment that includes any of the above systems or even newer version of the application to the app store which devices . Components of the computing systems can be 
triggers the rollback service to roll forward to the latest 15 embodied such as described with respect to systems 600 and update , at a time the client1 304 requests to run or access the 700 . 
application ( and a newer version is available ) , or at a time The network 406 may be , but is not limited to , a cellular 
the client1 304 requests to update the application . ( e . g . , wireless phone ) network , the Internet , a local area 

FIG . 4 illustrates various scenarios in which applications network ( LAN ) , a wide area network ( WAN ) , a WiFi net 
subject to automatic application error detection and rollback 20 work , or a combination thereof . Such networks may involve 
services can be executed . Referring to FIG . 4 , a user device , connections of network elements , such as hubs , bridges , 
such as user device 400 , user device 402 , and user device routers , switches , servers , and gateways . For example , the 
404 may be used to access an application subject to the network 406 may include one or more connected networks 
rollback services 405 over a network 406 . Application 405 ( e . g . , a multi - network environment ) including public net 
may be stored at a software platform 408 , an app store server 25 works , such as the Internet , and / or private networks such as 
410 , an enterprise server 412 , or at another user device 414 . a secure enterprise private network . Access to the network 
These configurations can be considered client - server rela - 406 may be provided via one or more wired or wireless 
tionships . Communication between computing devices in a access networks ( not shown ) , as will be understood by those 
client - server relationship may be initiated by a client send skilled in the art . As will also be appreciated by those skilled 
ing a request to the server asking for access to a particular 30 in the art , communication networks can take several differ 
resource or for particular work to be performed . The server ent forms and can use several different communication 
may subsequently perform the actions requested and send a protocols . 
response back to the client . FIG . 5 illustrates an example system architecture for a 

Communication to and from user device and server may telemetry service that may be used for automatic application 
be carried out , in some cases , via application programming 35 error detection and rollback . In the example illustrated in 
interfaces ( APIs ) . An API is an interface implemented by a FIG . 5 , a telemetry component 501 for assembling and 
program code component or hardware component ( herein - sending telemetry messages can be implemented on a client 
after “ API - implementing component ” ) that allows a differ - device 500 , which may be or include computing systems or 
ent program code component or hardware component ( here - devices such as a laptop , desktop , tablet , reader , mobile 
inafter “ API - calling component " ) to access and use one or 40 phone , wearable device , and the like . Client device 500 may 
more functions , methods , procedures , data structures , be embodied such as described with respect to system 600 
classes , and / or other services provided by the API - imple and can implement the functionality described with respect 
menting component . An API can define one or more param to device 114 of FIG . 1 . Multiple client devices ( and clients ) 
eters that are passed between the API - calling component and may be present in any operative environment , as indicated in 
the API - implementing component . The API is generally a set 45 FIG . 5 by the shadowed boxes behind client device 500 . 
of programming instructions and standards for enabling two Telemetry service 511 may be implemented as software or 
or more applications to communicate with each other and is hardware ( or a combination thereof ) on server 510 , which 
commonly implemented over the Internet as a set of Hyper - may be embodied as described with respect to system 700 
text Transfer Protocol ( HTTP ) request messages and a and ca implement the functionality described with respect to 
specified format or structure for response messages accord - 50 telemetry service 116 of FIG . 1 . Telemetry messages from 
ing to a REST ( Representational state transfer ) or SOAP client 500 may be directed to telemetry service 511 via an 
( Simple Object Access Protocol ) architecture . API , or via another messaging protocol . The telemetry 

In one example , user device 400 includes a browser messages may include , but are not limited to , the error 
application 416 that is used to access application 405 . In this information previously described . 
example , the browser may call the appropriate version URL 55 Communications and interchanges of data between com 
to the application 405 based on information provided to the ponents in the environment may take place over network 
browser or the browser may call a URL to a web - based 550 . The network 550 can include , but is not limited to , a 
application service , which then calls the appropriate version cellular network ( e . g . , wireless phone ) , a point - to - point dial 
URL to the application 405 . up connection , a satellite network , the Internet , a local area 

In another example , user device 402 has a local applica - 60 network ( LAN ) , a wide area network ( WAN ) , a Wi - Fi 
tion 418 to which a user can add the one or more features or network , an ad hoc network , an intranet , an extranet , or a 
services of the application 405 . In this example , the client combination thereof . The network may include one or more 
app ( add - in ) 420 calls the appropriate URL to access the connected networks ( e . g . , a multi - network environment ) 
application 405 while the user is running the local applica - including public networks , such as the Internet , and / or 
tion 418 . In yet another example , user device 404 has a 65 private networks such as a secure enterprise private network . 
stand - alone client app 422 , which calls the appropriate URL FIG . 6 illustrates components of an example computing 
to access the application 405 . system . Referring to FIG . 6 , system 600 may represent a 
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computing device such as , but not limited to , a personal devices such as a mouse , track pad , keyboard , a touch device 
computer , a reader , a mobile device , a personal digital for receiving a touch gesture from a user , a motion input 
assistant , a wearable computer , a smart phone , a tablet , a device for detecting non - touch gestures and other motions 
laptop computer ( notebook or netbook ) , a gaming device or by a user , a microphone for detecting speech , and other types 
console , an entertainment device , a hybrid computer , a 5 of input devices and their associated processing elements 
desktop computer , or a smart television . Accordingly , more capable of receiving user input . 
or fewer elements described with respect to system 600 may The user interface system 630 may also include output 
be incorporated to implement a particular computing device . devices such as display screen ( s ) , speakers , haptic devices 

System 600 includes a processing system 605 of one or for tactile feedback , and other types of output devices . In 
more processors to transform or manipulate data according 10 certain cases , the input and output devices may be combined 
to the instructions of software 610 stored on a storage system in a single device , such as a touchscreen display which both 
615 . Examples of processors of the processing system 605 depicts images and receives touch gesture input from the 
include general purpose central processing units , application user . Visual output may be depicted on the display in myriad 
specific processors , and logic devices , as well as any other ways , presenting graphical user interface elements , text , 
type of processing device , combinations , or variations 15 images , video , notifications , virtual buttons , virtual key 
thereof . The processing system 605 may be , or is included boards , or any other type of information capable of being 
in , a system - on - chip ( SOC ) along with one or more other depicted in visual form . 
components such as network connectivity components , sen The user interface system 630 may also include user 
sors , video display components . interface software and associated software ( e . g . , for graphics 

The software 610 can include an operating system ( OS ) 20 chips and input devices ) executed by the OS in support of 
and application programs such as application 620 that may the various user input and output devices . The associated 
include components for communicating with rollback ser software assists the OS in communicating user interface 
vice ( e . g . running on server such as system 100 or system hardware events to application programs using defined 
700 ) . Device operating systems generally control and coor - mechanisms . The user interface system 630 including user 
dinate the functions of the various components in the 25 interface software may support a graphical user interface , a 
computing device , providing an easier way for applications natural user interface , or any other type of user interface . 
to connect with lower level interfaces like the networking Communications interface 640 may include communica 
interface . Non - limiting examples of operating systems tions connections and devices that allow for communication 
include Windows from Microsoft Corp . , Apple iOSTM with other computing systems over one or more communi 
from Apple , Inc . , Android® OS from Google , Inc . , and the 30 cation networks ( not shown ) . Examples of connections and 
Ubuntu variety of the Linux OS from Canonical . devices that together allow for inter - system communication 

It should be noted that the operating system may be may include network interface cards , antennas , power 
implemented both natively on the computing device and on amplifiers , RF circuitry , transceivers , and other communi 
software virtualization layers running atop the native device cation circuitry . The connections and devices may commu 
OS . Virtualized OS layers , while not depicted in FIG . 6 , can 35 nicate over communication media ( such as metal , glass , air , 
be thought of as additional , nested groupings within the or any other suitable communication media ) to exchange 
operating system space , each containing an OS , application communications with other computing systems or networks 
programs , and APIs . of systems . Transmissions to and from the communications 

Storage system 615 may comprise any computer readable interface are controlled by the OS , which informs applica 
storage media readable by the processing system 605 and 40 tions of communications events when necessary . 
capable of storing software 610 including application 620 . FIG . 7 illustrates components of an example server com 

Storage system 615 may include volatile and nonvolatile , puting system . Referring to FIG . 7 , system 700 may be 
removable and non - removable media implemented in any implemented within a single computing device or distributed 
method or technology for storage of information , such as across multiple computing devices or sub - systems that coop 
computer readable instructions , data structures , program 45 erate in executing program instructions . The system 700 can 
modules , or other data . Examples of storage media of include one or more blade server devices , standalone server 
storage system 615 include random access memory , read devices , personal computers , routers , hubs , switches , 
only memory , magnetic disks , optical disks , CDs , DVDs , bridges , firewall devices , intrusion detection devices , main 
flash memory , magnetic cassettes , magnetic tape , magnetic frame computers , network - attached storage devices , and 
disk storage or other magnetic storage devices , or any other 50 other types of computing devices . The system hardware can 
suitable storage media . In no case is the storage medium a be configured according to any suitable computer architec 
propagated signal or carrier wave . tures such as a Symmetric Multi - Processing ( SMP ) archi 

Storage system 615 may be implemented as a single tecture or a Non - Uniform Memory Access ( NUMA ) archi 
storage device but may also be implemented across multiple tecture . 
storage devices or sub - systems co - located or distributed 55 The system 700 can include a processing system 720 , 
relative to each other . Storage system 615 may include which may include one or more processors and / or other 
additional elements , such as a controller , capable of com - circuitry that retrieves and executes software 705 from 
municating with processing system 605 . storage system 715 . Processing system 720 may be imple 

Software 610 may be implemented in program instruc mented within a single processing device but may also be 
tions and among other functions may , when executed by 60 distributed across multiple processing devices or sub - sys 
system 600 in general or processing system 605 in particular , tems that cooperate in executing program instructions . 
direct system 600 or the one or more processors of process Examples of processing system 720 include general pur 
ing system 605 to operate as described herein . pose central processing units , application specific proces 

The system can further include user interface system 630 , sors , and logic devices , as well as any other type of pro 
which may include input / output ( I / O ) devices and compo - 65 cessing device , combinations , or variations thereof . The one 
nents that enable communication between a user and the or more processing devices may include multiprocessors or 
system 600 . User interface system 630 can include input multi - core processors and may operate according to one or 
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more suitable instruction sets including , but not limited to , multiple computing devices can be installed at a single 
a Reduced Instruction Set Computing ( RISC ) instruction set , geographic location , such as a server farm or an office . 
a Complex Instruction Set Computing ( CISC ) instruction communication interface 725 may be included , provid 
set , or a combination thereof . In certain embodiments , one ing communication connections and devices that allow for 
or more digital signal processors ( DSPs ) may be included as 5 communication between system 700 and other computing 
part of the computer hardware of the system in place of or systems ( not shown ) over a communication network or 
in addition to a general purpose CPU . collection of networks ( not shown ) or the air . Examples of 

Storage system ( s ) 715 can include any computer readable connections and devices that together allow for inter - system storage media readable by processing system 720 and communication may include network interface cards , anten capable of storing software 705 . Storage system 715 may 10 nas , power amplifiers , RF circuitry , transceivers , and other include volatile and nonvolatile , removable and non - remov communication circuitry . The connections and devices may able media implemented in any method or technology for communicate over communication media ( such as metal , storage of information , such as computer readable instruc 
tions , data structures , program modules , or other data . glass , air , or any other suitable communication media ) to 
Examples of storage media include random access memory , 15 exchange communic s exchange communications with other computing systems or 
read only memory , magnetic disks , optical disks , CDs , networks of systems . Transmissions to and from the com 
DVDs , flash memory , virtual memory and non - virtual munications interface can be controlled by the OS , which 
memory , magnetic cassettes , magnetic tape , magnetic disk informs applications of communications events when nec 
storage or other magnetic storage devices , or any other essary . 
suitable storage media . In no case is the storage medium of 20 Alternatively , or in addition , the functionality , methods 
storage system 715 a propagated signal or carrier wave . and processes described herein can be implemented , at least 

In addition to storage media , in some implementations , in part , by one or more hardware modules ( or logic com 
storage system 715 may also include communication media ponents ) . For example , the hardware modules can include , 
over which software may be communicated internally or but are not limited to , application - specific integrated circuit 
externally . Storage system 715 may be implemented as a 25 ( ASIC ) chips , field programmable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) , SoC 
single storage device but may also be implemented across systems , complex programmable logic devices ( CPLDs ) and 
multiple storage devices or sub - systems co - located or dis - other programmable logic devices now known or later 
tributed relative to each other . Storage system 715 may developed . When the hardware modules are activated , the 
include additional elements , such as a controller , capable of hardware modules perform the functionality , methods and 
communicating with processing system 720 . 30 processes included within the hardware modules . 

Software 705 may be implemented in program instruc - Certain aspects of the invention provide the following 
tions and among other functions may , when executed by non - limiting examples . 
system 700 in general or processing system 720 in particular , In an example , techniques are provided for a computer 
direct the system 700 or processing system 720 to operate as implemented method comprising : managing access to at 
described herein for generating and supporting automatic 35 least two versions of an application , the at least two versions 
application error detection and rollback ( e . g . , with service comprising a previous version and a new version , wherein 
710 ) . access to the previous version includes a previous version 

Software 705 may also include additional processes , uniform resource locator ( URL ) and access to the new 
programs , or components , such as operating system software version includes a new version URL ; providing the new 
or other application software . It should be noted that the 40 version URL to a plurality of clients ; receiving error infor 
operating system may be implemented both natively on the mation of the new version of the application for at least one 
computing device and on software virtualization layers individual client of the plurality of clients ; and changing , for 
running atop the native device OS . Virtualized OS layers , the at least one individual client , the new version URL to the 
while not depicted in FIG . 7 , can be thought of as additional , previous version URL , based on the error information . 
nested groupings within the operating system space , each 45 In an example further to the above example , changing the 
containing an OS , application programs , and APIs . new version URL to the previous version URL comprises 

Software 705 may also include firmware or some other providing an updated extensible markup language ( XML ) 
form of machine - readable processing instructions execut representation to the at least one individual client , wherein 
able by processing system 720 . the updated XML representation includes the previous ver 

System 700 may represent any computing system on 50 sion URL 
which software 705 , including the rollback service 710 ( and In an example further to any of the above examples , 
managing component 106 ) and / or application ( e . g . , full changing the new version URL to the previous version URL 
version 120 and application 405 ) , may be staged and from comprises changing , in a structured data resource , an entry 
where software 705 may be distributed , transported , down - for an account of the one individual client from the new 
loaded , or otherwise provided to yet another computing 55 version URL to the previous version URL . 
system for deployment and execution , or yet additional In an example , further to any of the above examples , the 
distribution . changing the new version URL to the previous version URL 

In embodiments where the system 700 includes multiple is performed in response to receiving a request to access or 
computing devices , the server can include one or more run the application specified by the new version URL . 
communications networks that facilitate communication 60 In an example further to any of the above examples , the 
among the computing devices . For example , the one or more method can further comprise receiving a full version of the 
communications networks can include a local or wide area new version of the application , the full version including 
network that facilitates communication among the comput logic , graphics , and functionality of the application ; storing 
ing devices . One or more direct communication links can be the full version of the new version of the application ; and 
included between the computing devices . In addition , in 65 generating the new version URL . 
some cases , the computing devices can be installed at In an example further to any of the above examples , the 
geographically distributed locations . In other cases , the method can further comprise receiving an extensible markup 
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language ( XML ) representation of the new version of the In an example , systems are provided that can include a 
application , the XML representation comprising the new processing system ; a storage system ; and an automatic 
version URL . application error detection and rollback service stored on the 

In an example further to any of the above examples , the storage system that , when executed by the processing sys 
error information comprises one or more of an error signal , 5 tem , directs the processing system to : manage access to at 
error logs , error information from debuggers , changes in least two versions of an application , the at least two versions 
usage data , and performance data . comprising a previous version and a new version , wherein 

In an example further to any of the above examples access to the previous version includes a previous version 
uniform resource locator ( URL ) and access to the new receiving error information of the new version comprises : 

receiving the error information from the at least one indi - 10 10 version includes a new version URL , provide the new 
version URL to a plurality of clients ; receive error informa vidual client ; and analyzing the error information . tion of the new version of the application for at least one In an example further to any of the above examples , the individual client ; and change , for the at least one individual method can further comprise sharing the error information client , the new version URL to the previous version URL , with the developer of the application . The error information 15 ormation 15 based on the error information . may be accessed via a portal . In an example further to the above example , wherein to 

In an example further to any of the above examples , the manage access to at least two versions of the application , the 
receiving of error information of the new version comprises service directs the processing system to : store at least the 
receiving the error information from a telemetry service . previous version URL and the new version URL at the 

In an example one or more computer readable storage 20 storage system ; and store account information for the plu 
media are provided having instructions stored thereon that , rality of clients . 
when executed by a computing system , direct the computing In an example further to any of the above examples , 
system to : provide a new version uniform resource locator wherein to change the new version URL to the previous 
( URL ) to a client , the new version URL providing access to version URL , the service directs the computing system to : 
a new version of an application ; receive error information of 25 provide an updated extensible markup language ( XML ) 
the new version of the application for at least one individual representation to the at least one individual client , wherein 
client of a plurality of clients accessing the new version of the updated XML representation includes the previous ver 
the application via the new version URL ; and change , for the sion URL . 
at least one individual client , the new version URL to the In an example further to any of the above examples , the 
previous version URL , based on the error information . 30 system can further comprise structured data stored at the 

In an example further to the above example the instruc - storage system , the structured data comprising at least 
tions that direct the computing system to change the new account information for the plurality of clients , wherein to 
version URL to the previous version URL direct the com - change the new version URL to the previous version URL , 
puting system to : provide an updated extensible markup the service directs the computing system to : change , at the 
language ( XML ) representation to the at least one individual 35 storage system , an entry for an account of the one individual 
client , wherein the updated XML representation includes the client from the new version URL to the previous version 
previous version URL . 

In an example further to any of the above examples , the In an example further to any of the above examples , 
instructions that direct the computing system to change the wherein to change the new version URL to the previous 
new version URL to the previous version URL direct the 40 version URL , the service directs the computing system to : 
computing system to : change , in a structured data resource , change the new version URL to the previous version URL 
an entry for an account of the one individual client from the in response to receiving a request to access or run the 
new version URL to the previous version URL . application specified by the new version URL . 

In an example further to any of the above examples , the It should be understood that the examples and embodi 
instructions that direct the computing system to change the 45 ments described herein are for illustrative purposes only and 
new version URL to the previous version URL direct the that various modifications or changes in light thereof will be 
computing system to : change the new version URL to the suggested to persons skilled in the art and are to be included 
previous version URL in response to receiving a request to within the spirit and purview of this application . 
access or run the application specified by the new version Although the subject matter has been described in lan 
URL . 50 guage specific to structural features and / or acts , it is to be 

In an example further to any of the above examples , the understood that the subject matter defined in the appended 
media can further comprise instructions stored thereon that claims is not necessarily limited to the specific features or 
when executed by the computing system , direct the com - acts described above . Rather , the specific features and acts 
puting system to further : in response to receiving a full described above are disclosed as examples of implementing 
version of the new version of the application , store the full 55 the claims and other equivalent features and acts are 
version of the new version of the application and generate intended to be within the scope of the claims subject to any 
the new version URL , and in response to receiving an explicit definitions and disclaimers regarding terminology as 
extensible markup language ( XML ) representation of the provided above . 
new version of the application , store the XML representa What is claimed is : 
tion , wherein the XML representation comprises the new 601 . A computer - implemented method comprising : 
version URL . managing access to at least two versions of an application , 

In an example further to any of the above examples , the the at least two versions comprising a previous version 
media can further comprise instructions stored there that , and a new version , wherein access to the previous 
when executed by the computing system , direct the com version includes a previous version uniform resource 
puting system to provide a telemetry service that at least 65 locator ( URL ) and access to the new version includes 
receives the error information from the at least one indi a new version URL ; 
vidual client ; and analyzes the error information . providing the new version URL to a plurality of clients ; 

URL . 
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receiving error information of the new version of the change , in a structured data resource , an entry for an 

application for at least one individual client of the account of the one individual client from the new 
plurality of clients ; and version URL to the previous version URL . 

changing , for the at least one individual client , the new 13 . The media of claim 10 , wherein the instructions that 
version URL to the previous version URL , based on the 5 direct the computing system to change the new version URL 
error information . to the previous version URL direct the computing system to : 

2 . The method of claim 1 , wherein changing the new change the new version URL to the previous version URL version URL to the previous version URL comprises pro in response to receiving a request to access or run the viding an updated extensible markup language ( XML ) rep application specified by the new version URL . resentation to the at least one individual client , wherein the 10 14 . The media of claim 10 , further comprising instruc updated XML representation includes the previous version 
URL . tions stored thereon that , when executed by the computing 

3 . The method of claim 1 , wherein changing the new system , direct the computing system to further : 
version URL to the previous version URL comprises chang in response to receiving a full version of the new version 

of the application , store the full version of the new ing , in a structured data resource , an entry for an account of 15 
the one individual client from the new version URL to the version of the application and generate the new version 
previous version URL . URL ; and 

4 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the changing the new in response to receiving an extensible markup language 
version URL to the previous version URL is performed in ( XML ) representation of the new version of the appli 
response to receiving a request to access or run the appli - 20 cation , store the XML representation , wherein the 
cation specified by the new version URL . XML representation comprises the new version URL . 

5 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising : 15 . The media of claim 10 , further comprising instruc 
receiving a full version of the new version of the appli - tions stored there that , when executed by the computing 

cation , the full version including logic , graphics , and system , direct the computing system to provide a telemetry 
functionality of the application ; 25 service that at least receives the error information from the 

storing the full version of the new version of the appli - at least one individual client ; and analyzes the error infor 
cation ; and mation . generating the new version URL . 16 . A system comprising : 

6 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising : a processing system ; receiving an extensible markup language ( XML ) repre - 30 a storage system ; and 
sentation of the new version of the application , the an automatic application error detection and rollback XML representation comprising the new version URL . 

7 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the error information service stored on the storage system that , when 
executed by the processing system , directs the process comprises one or more of an error signal , error logs , error 

information from debuggers , changes in usage data , and 35 ing system to : 
performance data . manage access to at least two versions of an applica 

8 . The method of claim 1 , wherein receiving error infor tion , the at least two versions comprising a previous 
mation of the new version comprises : version and a new version , wherein access to the 

receiving the error information from the at least one previous version includes a previous version uniform 
individual client ; and resource locator ( URL ) and access to the new ver 

analyzing the error information . sion includes a new version URL ; 
9 . The method of claim 1 , wherein receiving error infor provide the new version URL to a plurality of clients ; 

mation of the new version comprises receiving the error receive error information of the new version of the 
information from a telemetry service . application for at least one individual client ; and 

10 . One or more computer readable storage media having 45 change , for the at least one individual client , the new 
instructions stored thereon that , when executed by a com version URL to the previous version URL , based on 
puting system , direct the computing system to : the error information . 

provide a new version uniform resource locator ( URL ) to 17 . The system of claim 16 , wherein to manage access to 
a client , the new version URL providing access to a at least two versions of the application , the service directs 
new version of an application ; 50 the processing system to : 

receive error information of the new version of the store at least the previous version URL and the new 
application for at least one individual client of a plu version URL at the storage system ; and 
rality of clients accessing the new version of the store account information for the plurality of clients . 
application via the new version URL ; and 18 . The system of claim 16 , wherein to change the new 

change , for the at least one individual client , the new 55 version URL to the previous version URL , the service 
version URL to a previous version URL , based on the directs the computing system to : 
error information . provide an updated extensible markup language ( XML ) 

11 . The media of claim 10 , wherein the instructions that representation to the at least one individual client , 
direct the computing system to change the new version URL wherein the updated XML representation includes the 
to the previous version URL direct the computing system to : 60 previous version URL . 
provide an updated extensible markup language ( XML ) 19 . The system of claim 16 , further comprising structured 

representation to the at least one individual client , data stored at the storage system , the structured data com 
wherein the updated XML representation includes the prising at least account information for the plurality of 
previous version URL . clients , 

12 . The media of claim 10 , wherein the instructions that 65 wherein to change the new version URL to the previous 
direct the computing system to change the new version URL version URL , the service directs the computing system 
to the previous version URL direct the computing system to : to : 

40 
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change , at the storage system , an entry for an account of 
the one individual client from the new version URL to 
the previous version URL . 

20 . The system of claim 16 , wherein to change the new 
version URL to the previous version URL , the service 5 
directs the computing system to : 

change the new version URL to the previous version URL 
in response to receiving a request to access or run the 
application specified by the new version URL . 

10 


